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Let p be a prime and F be a finite field with q= ps elements. It is well-known that
for any nontrivial multiplicative character f of F,
:
b # F
f (b) f (b+a)={q&1&1 if a=0;if a{0.
H. Cohn asked whether the converse is true. For the case p is odd and s=1, A. Biro
gives a partial positive answer to Cohn’s problem. In this note, we give a negative
answer to Cohn’s problem when q>4 and s>1.  2000 Academic Press
Let p be a prime and q= ps be a power of p. Throughout this note, F
will denote a finite field with q elements. Fp will denote the prime field with
p elements. A function f : F  C is called a nontrivial multiplicative character
of F if f (0)=0, f (1)=1 but f 1 on F*=F"[0], and f (b1b2)= f (b1) f (b2)
\b1 , b2 # F. In this case, it is well-known that
:
b # F
f (b) f (b+a)={q&1&1
if a=0;
if a{0.
(V)
H. Cohn asked whether the converse is true [7, p. 202]: If f : F  C is such
that f (0)=0, f (1)=1, | f (a)|=1 \a # F*, and (V) holds, must f be a non-
trivial multiplicative character of F?
For the case where p is odd and s=1, A. Biro gives some partial positive
answers to Cohn’s problem [2], among which are (1) there are only
finitely many such f ; (2) if furthermore f (a) # [1, &1] \a # F*, then f =/2 ,
the Legendre symbol. The second result seems to be part of folklore that
appears in different contexts [3, Corollary 1.2; 6, Corollary 2; 8, Result
1.2.9]. In this paper we give instead a negative answer to Cohn’s problem
when q>4 and s>1. When p=2, s=1, there does not exist any f satisfy-
ing (V), so the result is vacuously true. A direct computation of the case
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p=2 and s=2 shows that the answer to Cohn’s problem is in the affirm-
ative for q=4. Therefore, the only unsettled case is when q is an odd prime
p and f takes values other than [&1, 0, 1].
Example 1. F = F3[X] (X 2&X&1) = F3[:] $ F9 where :=[X].
Define f : F  C by f (0)=0, f (1)=1, f (:)=‘, f (:2)=‘7, f (:3)=‘2,
f (:4)=‘4, f (:5)=‘5, f (:6)=‘3, f (:7)=‘6, where ‘=e2?i8. Direct checking
shows that f satisfies (V). But f is NOT a multiplicative character, e.g.
f (:)2=‘2{‘7= f (:2).
Example 2. F is the same as in Example 1. Define f : F  [0, 1, &1] by
f (0)=0, f (1)=1, f (:)= f (:4)= f (:5)=1, f (:2)= f (:3)= f (:6)= f (:7)
=&1. Direct checking shows that f satisfies (V). But f is NOT a multi-
plicative character, e.g. f (:)2=(1)2=1{&1= f (:2).
Example 3. F=F2[X](X4+X3+1) =F2[:]$F16 where :=[X].
Define f : F  C by f (0)=0, f (1)=1, f (:5)= f (:10)=1, f (:4)= f (:9)=
f (:14)=|, f (:3)= f (:8)= f (:13)=|2, f (:)= f (:6)= f (:11)=!, f (:2)=
f (:7)= f (:12)=&!, where |=e2?i3, !=e2?i2000. Direct checking shows
that f satisfies (V). But f is NOT a multiplicative character, e.g. f (:2)=&!
{!2= f (:)2.
Example 1, Example 2 and Example 3 are respectively specific instances
of three classes of counter-examples to Cohn’s problem. We will state each
class as a theorem below (see Theorems 24).
For abbreviation we denote by (VV) the condition that f : F  C is such
that f (0)=0, f (1)=1, | f (a)|=1 \a # F* and (V) holds. A counter-example
to Cohn’s problem is then a function f : F  C satisfying (VV) which is not
a multiplicative character of F.
Lemma 1. If .: F  F is an additive bijection with .(1)=1 (thence .|Fp
is the identity), then f b . satisfies (VV) whenever f satisfies (VV).
Proof. Since . is an additive bijection, we have
:
b # F
( f b .)(b) ( f b .)(b+a)= :
b # F
f (.(b)) f (.(b)+.(a))
= :
b # F
f (b) f (b+.(a)).
Hence f b . satisfies (VV) whenever f satisfies (VV). K
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Let T be the set of all additive bijections .: F  F such that .(1)=1.
There are totally ( ps&1)( ps& p) } } } ( ps& ps&1) bases for F, regarded as an
s-dimensional vector space over Fp . Elements of T can be identified with
those bases up to multiplication by an element of F*. Hence
|T |=( ps& p)( ps& p2) } } } ( ps& ps&1).
Theorem 2. For every q= ps>4 and s>1, there exists an additive bijec-
tion .: F  F in T which is not multiplicative. Hence there exists a function
f : F  C satisfying (VV) which is not a multiplicative character of F.
Proof. We shall give two proofs to the first assertion. The first proof
allows us to construct . explicitly but the second proof is simpler using a
counting argument.
Let F=Fp[X](P(X )) and F $=Fp[X](Q(X )) where P(X), Q(X) are
DISTINCT irreducible polynomials of degree s over Fp . Write F=Fp[:],
F $=Fp[;] where :=X modulo P(X ) and ;=X modulo Q(X ). Define
.: F  F $ by
.(a0+a1 :+ } +as&1 :s&1)=a0+a1 ;+ } +as&1 ;s&1.
. is an additive bijection which is not multiplicative. Indeed, let P(X )=
X s& p(X ) and Q(X )=X s&q(X ) with p(X ), q(X ) being distinct polyno-
mials of degree at most s&1 over Fp , then
.(:s)=.( p(:))= p(;){;s=.(:)s.
Since F is isomorphic to F $, we can regard . as an additive bijection on
F. Thus we are able to construct a non-multiplicative . in T whenever
there are at least two distinct irreducible polynomials over Fp , which is
guaranteed by the conditions ps>4 and s>1.
The second proof is simpler but not constructive. It is well-known that
there are ,( ps&1) multiplicative characters which are injective. It can also
be shown that when ps>4 and s>1, |T |>,( ps&1). Hence there is at least
some . in T which is not multiplicative.
To prove the second assertion, we take a nontrivial multiplicative
character /: F  C which is injective (e.g. let / send a generator of the
multiplicative group F* to e2?i(q&1)) and define f : F  C by f =/ b .. From
Lemma 1, f satisfies (VV) since / satisfies (VV). Since . is not multiplicative,
there is l>1 such that .(:l){.(:) l. Thus
f (:l )=/(.(:l )){/(.(:) l )=[/.(:)] l= f (:) l,
so f is not a multiplicative character of F. K
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Biro ’s second result shows that the answer to Cohn’s problem is affirm-
ative if we further assume f (a) # [1, &1] \a # Fp*. The following theorem
gives counter-examples for this case when p is an odd prime and s>1.
Theorem 3. Let p be an odd prime and q= ps with s2. There exists a
function f : F  [0, 1, &1] satisfying (VV) which is not a multiplicative
character of F.
Proof. Since p is odd, F has a unique quadratic character /2 with
/2(a)=0, 1 or &1 according to a is 0, square or non-square in F. For any
. in T, by Lemma 1 f =/2 b . satisfies (VV) since /2 satisfies (VV). If f is a
multiplicative character, then f =/2 by uniqueness. Hence, it suffices to find
some . in T such that /2 b .{/2 . To this end choose a non-square
: # F*"Fp* and a square ; # F*"Fp*, possible since q is odd and s2. For
example, we can take : to be any generator of F* and ;=:2. Extend
[1, :] and [1, ;] respectively to two bases for F over Fp . Define . in T
sending : to ;. Then /2 b .(:)=/2(;)=1{&1=/2(:). K
Biro ’s first result shows that there are only finitely many functions
f : Fp  C satisfying (VV). The following theorem gives infinitely many
counter-examples to Cohn’s problem when q>4 is a square. This will also
dash the hope for a relaxed positive answer to Cohn’s problem which
allows f to be the composite of a multiplicative character with some . in
T. Write q=Q2 and express F=E[X](X 2&X&K) where X2&X&K is
an irreducible polynomial over E=[0, k1 , ..., kQ&1], the finite field with Q
elements (by choosing K # E such that K is not of the form a2&a for some
a # E). Then F=E[:] where :=X modulo X2&X&K. Let C=F*E*.
We may choose the coset representatives in such a way that
C=[[1], [:], [:+k1], ..., [:+kQ&1]].
Theorem 4. Let F be a finite field with q=Q2>4. Let C be defined
as above. Then any f : C  C for which f (1)=1, | f (c)|=1 \c # C and
c # C f (c)=0 extends to a function on F satisfying (VV). Hence there are
uncountably many f : F  C satisfying (VV) which are not multiplicative
characters.
Proof. If f : C  C is a function such that f (1)=1, | f (c)|=1 \c # C and
c # C f (c)=0, we extend f to f : F  C by defining f (0)=0 and f (b)=
f ([c]) whenever b # [c]. By abuse of notation (for convenience) where we
confuse c # C with [c] # C (actually c # F*), we may describe f as f (0)=0
and f (kc)= f (c) \k # E*. All conditions in (VV) are easy to verify except (V)
for a{0. Now,
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:
b # F
f (b) f (b+a)= :
b # F*
f (b) f (b+a)
= :
c # C
:
k # E*
f (kc) f (kc+a)
= :
c # C
f (c) :
k # E*
f (kc+a), since f (kc)= f (c)
= :
c # C
f (c) :
k # E
f (kc+a),
because c # C f (c)=0. Separate the sum into two parts, one part with
only the term f (c) k # E f (kc+a) with a # [c] and the other part with
the remaining terms. The first part reduces to f (a) k # E, kc+a{0 f (a)=
k # E, kc+a{0 1=Q&1, since kc+a # [c] \k # E except when kc+a=0.
The second part reduces to
:
a  [c]
c # C
f (c) :
k # E
f (kc+a)
= :
a  [c]
c # C
f (c) :
c${c
c$ # C
f (c$), since [kc+a] are all distinct and [kc+a]{[c]
=& :
a  [c]
c # C
| f (c)|2 \because :c # C f (c)=0+
=& :
a  [c]
c # C
1=&Q.
Hence, b # F f (b) f (b+a)=(Q&1)+(&Q)=&1. To prove the last assertion,
we note that there are uncountably many choices of f ([:]), f ([:+k1]), ...,
f ([:+kQ&1]) on the unit circle in C when Q3 to make
:
c # C
f (c)=1+ f ([:])+ f ([:+k1])+ } } } + f ([:+kQ&1])=0.
But there are only ,(q&1) multiplicative characters of F. K
The results so far explained originate from a theorem which deals with
a special case. We gratefully acknowledge our debt to Andrew Granville for
offering many helpful suggestions and for relentlessly but encouragingly
spurring us on starting with that special case. This case (when q= p2) with
its complete characterization is stated and explained below.
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Theorem 5. F is the finite field with q= p2 elements with prime field Fp
and p is an odd prime. Let f : F  Z be a function with f (0)=0 and | f (a)|=1
\a # F*. Then f satisfies (V) if and only if the following conditions hold: (1)
 p+1i=1 f (:i)=0; (2) f (n:i)= f (: i) \n # Fp*, where [:1], ..., [:p+1] form a
complete set of cosets of F* by Fp*.
The part on sufficiency has already been done in the proof of Theorem
4 (put Q= p). It remains to prove the part on necessity.
We first transform (V) into a condition on Tf, the finite Fourier trans-
form of f, viz.
Tf (a)= :
b # F
f (b) ‘&tr(ab) \a # F, ‘=exp(2?ip).
(For more properties of Tf, see [4, Chapter 1].) For this part of the discus-
sion, F can be a finite field with ps elements with no restriction on s.
Standard computation shows that (V) is equivalent to:
|Tf (a)|2={0q
if a=0;
if a{0.
Lemma 6. Let f : F  Z be a function satisfying (V) with f (0)=0 and
| f (a)|=1 \a # F*. When q#1 (mod 4), f (a)= f (&a) \a # F*, so Tf (a) is
real \a # F*. When q#3 (mod 4), f (a)=&f (&a) \a # F*, so Tf (a) is
purely imaginary \a # F*.
Proof. Let g(a)= f (a)+1 and h(a)=g(a)2 for all a in F so that h(a)
is either 0 or 1 for all a # F*. Since f and g differ only by a constant,
Tg(a)=Tf (a) \a # F* and Tg(0)=Tf (0)+q=q. On the other hand, for
any a # F*,
|Tg(a)|2= } 1+2 :b # F* h(b) ‘
&tr(ab) }
2
={1+2 :b # F* h(b) ‘
&tr(ab)=_{1+2 :b # F* h(&b) ‘
&tr(ab)=
=1+2 :
b # F*
(h(b)+h(&b)) ‘&tr(ab)+4 :
b # F
%b‘&tr(ab),
where
%b= :
c1&c2=b
c1 , c2 # F*
h(c1) h(c2).
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Hence from (V), we get
q=1+4 :
b # F*
h(b)2+ :
b # F*
(4%b+2h(b)+2h(&b)) ‘&tr(ab) \a # F*.
Since h(b) is either 0 or 1, we have
:
b # F*
h(b)2= :
b # F*
h(b)= 12 :
b # F*
f (b)+ 12 (q&1)=
1
2 (q&1).
It follows that
q&1+ :
b # F*
(4%b+2h(b)+2h(&b)) ‘&tr(ab)=0 \a # F*.
By the inversion formula of finite Fourier transform, we have
4%b+2h(b)+2h(&b)=q&1 \b # F*.
Thus
h(b)+h(&b)#
q&1
2
(mod 2) \b # F*.
This proves our lemma, since h(b) is either 0 or 1. Finally, Tf (a)=Tf t(a)
where f t(a)=f (&a), hence Tf (a) is real or imaginary according as f (&a)
= f (a) \a # F or f (&a)=&f (a) \a # F. K
Hence,
Tf (a)={=a - q=a i - q
if p#1 (mod 4) or p#3 (mod 4), s is even;
if p#3 (mod 4), s is odd.
Here =a # [1, &1]. It is known (see Theorems 5.12 and 5.15 of [5]) that
T/2(1) is equal to (&1)s&1 - q or (&1)s&1 is - q according as p#1 (mod 4)
or p#3 (mod 4) and T/2(na)=/2(n) Tf (a). Thus it follows that Tf (a)=
=a$(q) T/2(1) where
(&1)s&1 if p#1 (mod 4);
$(q)={(&1)s&1 i&s if p#3 (mod 4) and s is even;(&1)s&1 i&(s&1) if p#3 (mod 4) and s is odd.
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If we let _n (1n p&1) be the automorphism of Q(‘) which sends ‘ to
‘n, then _n(Tf (a))=Tf (na) and _n(T/2(a))=T/2(na). Hence
Tf (na)=_n(Tf (a))==a $(q) _n(T/2(1))==a$(q) T/2(n)
==a $(q) /2(n) T/2(1)=/2(n) Tf (a)
because $(q) belongs to Q in all cases. Note that if : is any primitive
element of F*, then /2 |F p* #1 if and only if :
( ps&1)( p&1) # Fp is a square,
which is true if and only if s is even.
Lemma 7. Let f : F  Z be a function satisfying (V) with f (0)=0, f (1)=1
and | f (a)|=1 \a # F*. Then, f (na)=/2(n) f (a) \n # Fp , \a # F.
Proof. Since Tf (na)=/2(n) Tf (a), we have
0= :
b # F
f (b) ‘&tr(nab)p & :
b # F
/2(n) f (b) ‘&tr(ab)p
= :
b # F
f (n&1b) ‘&tr(ab)p & :
b # F
/2(n) f (b) ‘&tr(ab)p
= :
b # F
( f (n&1b)&/2(n) f (b)) ‘&tr(ab)p
\n # Fp and \a # F. Hence by the inversion formula of finite Fourier trans-
form, we get
f (n&1b)&/2(n) f (b)=0 \n # Fp* , \b # F
and so f (nb)=/2(n) f (b). K
We now come back to the case q= p2, for which /2 |Fp* #1. Conditions
(1) and (2) of Theorem 5 follow from Lemma 7 and Tf(0)=0. This completes
the proof of Theorem 5.
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